In the Dreamtime, the Great Ancestor Creator Spirit Bundjil brought the gift of Fire to Mankind.

Teachings of the Creator of the Kulin have been passed down to Woman and Man, through the generations, and in this Age of Innovations we pay respect to our Aboriginal culture through the PLUME Monoliths of Wing and Fire.

“Overlooking the Water, anticipating the rising Sun, are talismans of Light that capture the Fire in the sky and with it creates perpetual Energy in motion, an eternal Dance in the embrace of Wings that float our hopes and Dreams for an ever-soaring future to the heavens.

Within this transient frame we embed the eternal secrets of our Ancestors, brought forward through Augmented Realities and the Storytelling of our Elders. Through day and night our beacons stand, vanguards of the Boonwurrung and lighting the way for all those that call this land Home.”